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Comprehensive Curriculum - Grade 4 6

Name  READING

Vowels are the letters a, e, i, o, u, and sometimes y. There are five short vowels: a as in 
apple, e as in egg and breath, i as in sick, o as in top, and u as in up.

Directions: Complete the exercises using words from the box.

1. Write each word under its vowel sound.

     a                              e                               i                               o                             u

2. Complete these sentences, using a word with the vowel sound given. Use each word 
from the box only once.

Here’s an interesting (ă) __________________ about your (ĕ) __________________.

Henry was very pleased with his corn (ŏ) __________________.

The boys enjoyed fishing in the (ŏ) __________________.

They ( ĭ ) __________________ on watching the egg (ă) __________________.

(ĕ) __________________ in a ( ĭ ) __________________ of salt.

The farmer had to (ŭ) __________________ water from the lake for his cows to drink.

Did you put the (ŭ) __________________ in the bathtub this time?

˘ ˘ ˘˘
˘

Spelling: Short Vowels

blend
fact

insist
pinch

health
pond

pump
hatch

crop
plug

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

˘ ˘ ˘ ˘ ˘

UP
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Comprehensive Curriculum - Grade 47

READINGName  Name  READING

Spelling: Short Vowels
Directions: Read the words. After each, write the correct vowel sound. Underline the letter
or letters that spell the sound in the word. The first one has been done for you.

Word Vowel Word Vowel

1. struck _____   9. breath _____

2. scramble _____ 10. edge _____

3. strong _____ 11. kick _____

4. chill _____ 12. stop _____

5. thud _____ 13. quiz _____

6. dread _____ 14. brush _____

7. plunge _____ 15. crash _____

8. mask _____ 16. dodge _____

Directions: List four words (nouns and verbs) with short vowel sounds. Then, write two
sentences using the words.

Example: Ann, can, hand, Pam
Ann can give Pam a hand.

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

1. __________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

2. __________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
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Comprehensive Curriculum - Grade 4 8

Name  READING

Spelling: Listening for Vowels

blend insist health pump crop fact pinch fond hatch plug

Directions: Circle the word in each row with the same vowel sound as the first word. The
first one has been done for you.

blend twig brand fed bleed

fact first bad shell bead

plug card steal stuff plan

pinch kiss reach ripe come

health dear bath top head

crop hope stock drip strap

Directions: Write the words from the box that answer the questions.

1. Which two words have the same vowel as the first vowel in bundle?

_________________________________________ , _________________________________________

2. Which two words have the same vowel as the first vowel in bottle?

_________________________________________ , _________________________________________

3. Which two words have the same vowel as the first vowel in wilderness?

_________________________________________ , _________________________________________

4. Which two words have the same vowel as the first vowel in manner?

_________________________________________ , _________________________________________

5. Which two words have the same vowel as the first vowel in measure?

_________________________________________ , _________________________________________
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Comprehensive Curriculum - Grade 49

READINGName  Name  READING

Spelling: Long E and A

deal clay grade weave stream
pain tape sneeze claim treat

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

str
eam s–t–r–e–a–m stream

Long ē can be spelled ea as in real or ee as in deer. Long ā can be spelled a as in apron,
ai as in pail, ay as in pay or a-e as in lake.

Directions: Complete the exercises with words from the box.

1. Write each word in the row with the matching vowel sound.

ā

ē

2. Complete each sentence, using a word with the vowel sound given. Use each word 
from the word box only once.

Everyone in fourth (a) _________________ ate an ice-cream (e) _________________.¯ ¯

Every time I (ē ) _________________, I feel (ā ) _________________ in my chest.

When I (ē ) _________________ with yarn, I put a piece of (ā) _________________ on the 
loose ends so they won’t come undone.

You (ā ) _________________ you got a good (ē ) _________________ on your 
new bike, but I still think you paid too much.

We camped beside a (ē ) _________________.

We forgot to wrap up our (ā ) _________________ and it dried out.
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Comprehensive Curriculum - Grade 4 10

Name  READING

Spelling: Long E and A
When a vowel is long, it sounds the same as its letter name.

Examples: Long ē as in treat, eel, complete
Long ā as in ape, trail, say, apron

Directions: Read the words. After each word, write the correct vowel sound. Underline the
letter or letters that spell the sound in the word. The first one has been done for you.

Word Vowel Word Vowel

1. speech ____________                  9. plate ____________

2. grain ____________ 10. breeze ____________

3. deal ____________ 11. whale ____________

4. baste ____________ 12. clay ____________

5. teach ____________ 13. veal ____________

6. waiting ____________ 14. apron ____________

7. cleaning ____________ 15. raining ____________

8. crane ____________ 16. freezer ____________

Directions: Choose one long vowel sound. On another sheet of paper, list six words (nouns
and verbs) that have that sound. Below, write two sentences using the words.

Example: freeze, teaches, breeze, speech, keep, Eve

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Comprehensive Curriculum - Grade 411

READINGName  Name  READING

Spelling: Vowel Sounds

deal clay grade weave stream pain tape sneeze claim treat

Directions: Follow the instructions below.

1. Circle the word in each row with the same vowel sound as the first word. The first one 
has been done for you.

deal pail church greet stove

pain free frame twice whole

weave grape stripe least thrill

grade teach case joke leave

treat greed throw tent truck

2. Write a word from the box that rhymes with each word below.

lame _______________________________ shape _________________________________

may _______________________________ feel _________________________________

cream _______________________________ leave _________________________________

laid _______________________________ drain _________________________________

feet _______________________________ trees _________________________________

3. The words below are written the way they are pronounced. Write the word from the 
box that sounds like:

klā _______________________________ klām _________________________________

wēv _______________________________ trēt _________________________________

dē l _______________________________ grād _________________________________

strēm _______________________________ pān _________________________________

tāp _______________________________ snēz _________________________________
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Comprehensive Curriculum - Grade 4 12

Name  READING

Spelling: Making New Words

ay + lc = _______________________ ee + zsne = _______________________

ea + mtrs = _______________________ a-e + pt = _______________________

ea + vew = _______________________ a-e + drg = _______________________

ea +  rtt = _______________________ ai + np = _______________________

ea +  ld = _______________________ ai + mlc = _______________________

Directions: Unscramble these letters to spell the ā and ē words you have been practicing. If
you need help with spelling, look at the box on page 9.  The first one has been done for you.

Directions: Circle the spelling mistakes, and write the words correctly. The first one has 
been done for you.

1. We made statues out of cley. _____________________

2. Do you ever fish in that streem? ______________________

3. Jason sneesed really loudly in class. ______________________

4. Running gives me a pane in my side. ______________________

5. We are tapeing the show for you. ______________________

6. She klaims she won, but I came in first. ______________________

7. Would you share your treet with me? ______________________

8. He is gradeing our papers right now. ______________________

9. She is weeving a placemat of ribbons. ______________________

10. What is the big deel, anyway? ______________________
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Comprehensive Curriculum - Grade 413

READINGName  Name  READING

Spelling: Long I and O

stripe groan glow toast grind fry sight stove toads flight

Long i can be spelled i as in wild, igh as in night, i-e as in wipe, or y as in try. Long o can
be spelled o as in most, oa as in toast, ow as in throw, or o-e as in hope. 

¯ ¯

Directions: Complete the exercises with words from the box.

1. Write each word from the box with its vowel sound.

 ī  __________________________________________________________________________________

ō  __________________________________________________________________________________

2. Complete these sentences, using a word with the given vowel sound. Use 
each word from the box only once.

We will ( ī ) __________________ potatoes on the (ō) __________________.

I thought I heard a low (ō) __________________, but when I looked, there was nothing

in ( ī ) __________________.

The airplane for our ( ī ) __________________ had a ( ī ) __________________ painted on
its side.

I saw a strange (ō) __________________ coming from the toaster while

making (ō) __________________.

Do (ō) __________________ live in the water like frogs?

We need to ( ī ) __________________ up the nuts before we put them in the cookie dough.
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Comprehensive Curriculum - Grade 4 14

Name  READING

Spelling: Long I and O

 Word  Vowel Word   Vowel

1.   bright   9.   white

2.   globe 10.   roast

3.   plywood 11.   light

4.   unkind 12.   shallow

5.   coaching 13.   myself

6.   prize 14.   throne

7.   grind 15.   cold

8.   withhold 16.   snow

1.   thrōn _____________________ 5.   brī t ______________________

2.   skōld _____________________ 6.   grī nd ______________________

3.   prīz _____________________ 7.   plī wood ______________________

4.   rōst _____________________ 8.   mī self ______________________

bright
Directions: Read the words. After each word, write the correct vowel sound. Underline
the letter or letters that spell the sound. The first one has been done for you.

Directions: Below are words written as they are pronounced. Write the words that
sound like:
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